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INTRODUCTION

Follicular lymphoma (FL) is the second most common 
B‑cell lymphoma affecting adults in the Western world.[1] 

FL is characterized by a highly variable clinical course 
that ranges from stable, indolent lymphoma that may 
subsequently progress to a more aggressive disease to 
a disease that behaves aggressively from the outset. 

Abstract

Context: Pathologists grade follicular lymphoma (FL) cases by selecting 10, random 
high power fields (HPFs), counting the number of centroblasts (CBs) in these HPFs 
under the microscope and then calculating the average CB count for the whole slide. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that there is high inter‑reader variability among 
pathologists using this methodology in grading. Aims: The objective of this study 
was to explore if newly available digital reading technologies can reduce inter‑reader 
variability. Settings and Design: In this study, we considered three different reading 
conditions (RCs) in grading FL: (1) Conventional (glass‑slide based) to establish the 
baseline, (2) digital whole slide viewing, (3) digital whole slide viewing with selected 
HPFs. Six board‑certified pathologists from five different institutions read 17 FL slides 
in these three different RCs. Results: Although there was relative poor consensus 
in conventional reading, with lack of consensus in 41.2% of cases, which was similar 
to previously reported studies; we found that digital reading with pre‑selected fields 
improved the inter‑reader agreement, with only 5.9% lacking consensus among 
pathologists. Conclusions: Digital whole slide RC resulted in the worst concordance 
among pathologists while digital whole slide reading selected HPFs improved the 
concordance. Further studies are underway to determine if this performance can be 
sustained with a larger dataset and our automated HPF and CB detection algorithms 
can be employed to further improve the concordance.
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Patients with indolent FL who are asymptomatic are 
usually not treated since there is no evidence that early 
therapy with currently available regimens provides benefit 
to these patients.[2‑8] Such a “watch and wait” approach 
spares patients unnecessary therapy associated toxicity 
while allowing timely intervention when FL related 
symptoms develop and/or the disease progresses.[2,7,8] In 
contrast, patients who present with an aggressive form 
of FL at diagnosis often require immediate therapy to 
alleviate disease‑related symptoms.[8‑10] Understandably 
this marked clinical heterogeneity requires accurate risk 
stratification of all FL cases to guide the oncologist’s 
clinical decision‑making.

FL patients are risk‑stratified according to clinical 
criteria using disease stage,[8] Follicular Lymphoma 
International Prognostic Index score[11] and histological 
grading.[12] Histological grading is performed according 
to the morphologic criteria of Mann‑Berard, which have 
been adapted by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
classification.[13] In this grading system FL cases are 
divided into low grade (grade I and II) and high 
grade (grade IIIA and IIIB) based on the average count of 
centroblasts (CBs) per standard microscopic high power 
field (HPF). The CB count is manually performed by a 
pathologist in 10 random HPFs containing malignant 
follicles. FL cases with an average CB count from 0 
to 15/HPF are classified as low grade and those with an 
average CB count of more than 15/HPF as grade III. Grade 
III is further subdivided into grade IIIA (demonstrating 
a mixed population of CBs and centrocytes) and grade 
IIIB (demonstrating a homogeneous population of 
CBs). As expected, this grading system performs well 
at the extreme ends of the spectrum with gradation 
of FL between grade I and grade IIIB being fairly 
reproducible. However, histological grading of FL cases 
at the interface between grade II and grade IIIA suffers 
from poor reproducibility even at the hands of expert 
hematopathologists.[14] This limitation of FL histological 
grading is very important since a large number of FL 
patients fall into a category bordering between low and 
high grade, can affect clinical management with a “watch 
and wait” approach versus chemotherapy.

Of the several factors impacting an accurate manual 
grading of FL based on CB count, the most important is 
the limitation of the human reader. Even when applying 
stringent criteria to categorize cells as CBs, human 
readers are prone to variable interpretation of specific 
cells as CBs and non‑CBs that results in low accuracy 
and reproducibility of CB counts using unaided light 
microscope glass slide review. Moreover, since CB count 
is limited to 10 random HPF (by practical necessity) 
the heterogeneity of cell types present in a single FL 
can easily be under‑represented. Recent development of 
high resolution imaging of histological slides and digital 
pathology techniques creates an opportunity to aid 

pathologists in accurate and reproducible FL grading. In 
this paper, we present the impact of digitization of FL 
cases on the accuracy and reproducibility of histological 
grading among six experienced hematopathologists. 
Similar to a previous study,[14] inter‑pathologist variability 
in the glass slide readings was high as was the case when 
the pathologists viewed the whole slide digital images. 
However, superior inter‑pathologist concordance was 
observed when pathologists were presented with the same 
HPFs and were obligated to mark cells counted as CBs.

Inter‑reader variability in the grading of FL has previously 
been documented utilizing only conventional methods, 
i.e., glass slides, read under the microscope. In a study 
by The Non‑Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Classification Project, 
five pathologists reviewed 304 FL cases comprising grades 
I, II and III. On average, the individual pathologists 
agreed with the consensus diagnosis only 61‑73% of the 
time (depending on grade) and immunophenotyping 
did not significantly add to the accuracy of the 
diagnosis.[15] In a similar study involving seven 
pathologists and 105 cases, Metter et al., found that 
for approximately half the cases (51%), the CB count 
range was more than 10 per HPF across pathologists 
and this range was more than 20/HPF for 29% of the 
cases.[14] With the recent widespread availability of 
digital whole‑slide scanners, it is now possible to digitally 
capture, view, annotate and evaluate FL images. The use 
of digital images may help improve the accuracy and thus 
clinical utility of FL histologic grading.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Database
17 FL cases were selected from the archives of the first 
author’s institution with IRB approval. These cases 
were randomly selected to represent different FL grades 
based on the existing pathology reports. All tissues were 
formalin‑fixed, paraffin‑embedded and hematoxylin and 
eosin (H and E) stained. One representative slide from 
each case was selected (by the first author) and used for 
this study, i.e., 17 slides were read. Each slide was scanned 
and converted to a digital image using an Aperio (Vista, 
CA) ScanScope scanner at ×40 magnification, which 
results in 0.23 μm per pixel resolution [Figure 1]. 
Following the acquisition of digital slides, one pathologist 
selected 10 HPFs (HPFs, approximately 0.159 mm2 area) 
from each image. The HPFs were randomly selected from 
the areas representing malignant follicles in accordance 
with the WHO recommendations.

Reading Methodologies
Six board certified hematopathologists with at least 
10 years of experience examined the 17 FL cases under 
three different reading conditions (RC1‑3): Glass, digital 
whole slide and digital selected fields [Figure 1]. At 
least three months passed between reading experiments 
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and prior to each reading the order of the slides was 
randomized to minimize the possibility of remembering 
cases.

RC1. Glass slide reading: This is the conventional and 
clinically accepted method of reading glass slides using a 
microscope following the standard WHO guidelines. The 
pathologists counted and recorded the number of CBs 
in 10 self‑selected random fields representing malignant 
follicles according to the WHO recommendations and 
the project statistician computed the average number 
of CBs across the 10 fields. All the pathologists used 
the same type of microscope (Olympus Plan 40x‑0263) 
equipped with a 40x dry objective (ocular: WH10x/22). 
The pathologists were instructed to use the WHO 
definition of CBs.[12] If more than 20 CBs were counted 
in a field, the count was rounded to 25 (if count 
between 21 and 30), 35 (if count between 31 and 40), 
45 (if count between 41 and 50), or 55 (if count greater 
than 50) in computing the mean. Grade was determined 
using standard WHO guidelines: Average CBs per 
field  ≤  5  =  Grade  I;  6‑15  =  Grade  II;  >15  =  Grade 
III. In order to make the counting practical, these limits 
were  established;  otherwise,  pathologists  cannot  finish 
this study in a reasonable amount of time.

RC2. Digital whole slide reading: Digital whole slide 
readings followed a similar protocol to RC1 except that 
the readings took place on a computer rather than under 
a microscope using the ImageScope software [Figure 2]. 
Pathologists self‑selected 10 HPFs and recorded the 
number of CBs for each selected field. The size of each 
selected area was adjusted to be equivalent to 0.159 mm2 
so that they were equivalent in the area to images 
viewed under the microscope although different in shape 
(circular under the microscope while rectangular on the 
computer screen). The equivalent area was calculated 
in pixels for digital reading. The workstation parameters 
were fixed and all the readers used the same software 
developed by our lab. In our experiments to standardize 
CB counting, we used one type of microscope and its 
digital equivalent for all readers and for all samples 
tested.

RC3. Digital selected field reading: Finally, in the digital 
selected field readings, pathologists read the same fields 
randomly pre‑selected by one of the pathologists. The 
selected fields were devoid of identifiers in order to 
blind the pathologists and the mean CBs per field was 
computed by the project statistician after data collection 
was completed. Selected images were marked using 
in‑house developed software called CBMarker [Figure 3]. 
This software lets the pathologist connect to a secure 
server to mark individual CB locations by a simple 
mouse click on a selected HPF image. If a location is 
accidentally marked (i.e., wrong mouse click) then the 
erroneous marking can be easily deleted by clicking again 

on the same location. The image, marking location and 
marking pathologist information were recorded.

Statistical Design and Methods
Variability in grade was determined using two 
metrics: (1) Number of cases for which the grade ranged 

Figure 1: Three different reading conditions (RCs): RC1 is 
conventional reading; in RC2, whole slide digital images are read 
by the pathologist; in RC3, selected high‑power‑fields are read by 
the pathologist

Figure 2: Screen shot of the freely available commercial program 
(Imagescope, Aperio, Vista, CA) used for the digital evaluation 
slides for this study (reading condition 2 ‑ RC2)

Figure 3: Centroblast (CB) marker: The program to mark the 
locations of CBs on a high power field image reading condition 3
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from I to III across pathologists and (2) number of cases 
without a consensus (less than four pathologists agreed 
on grade I, II, or III). Exact Cochran’s Q Tests were 
used to determine if either metric differed significantly 
across RCs and McNemar’s tests were used to perform 
pairwise comparisons of the conditions.[16] In the pairwise 
comparisons, P values were corrected for multiple 
comparisons using Holm’s method.[17] Kappa statistics 
were used to measure agreement between pathologists in 
WHO grade and clinically significant grade (Grade I or 
II vs. III). Landis and Koch guidelines were used to assess 
the level of agreement: <0 poor, 0‑0.2 slight, 0.21‑0.40 fair, 
0.41‑0.60  moderate,  0.61‑0.80  substantial  and  >  0.80 
almost perfect agreement.[18] We also calculated the 
number of cases for which each pathologist agreed with 
the consensus diagnosis of clinically significant grade 
(4 or more pathologists agreed on grade I/II or III) and 
compared results across RCs using repeated measures 
ANOVA.

In a separate set of analyses, we compared variability and 
performance in counting CBs across the three RC1‑3. 
For each RC, the variability in the number of CBs per 
HPF was examined by calculating the range across 
pathologists. Pathologist performance in counting CBs 
was measured using the number of cases in which the 
pathologist’s average CB count was more than 10 CBs 
greater  than  the  mean  across  pathologists;  a  difference 
of 10 CBs is clinically significant as it could mean a 
two grade difference. The same approach to measuring 
variability and performance in counting CBs was used 
by Metter et al.[14] In both analyses, we compared the 
different RCs using repeated measures ANOVA and 
Tukey multiple comparisons of the means.[19] In the 
case of the range, the data were log transformed prior to 
analysis.

RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the variability in WHO grade. 
When the pathologists had the freedom to select their 
own fields (glass and digital whole slide readings) 
over 35% of the cases had a grade range of I‑III (i.e., at 
least one pathologist graded as I while at least one other 
pathologist graded as III) across pathologists and no 
consensus was reached for over 41%. However, when 
the pathologists were all enabled to read the same fields, 
there was only one case of non‑consensus and two cases 
of grade range I‑III, although only the first result was 
statistically significant (P < 0.01 for the difference 
across RCs).

Inter‑pathologist agreement in WHO grade was measured 
using pairwise Kappa statistics. As seen in Table 2, 
agreement on grade I, II and III was best when the 
pathologists read in RC3 with a median Kappa of 0.64, 
which indicates substantial agreement and even the worst 
agreement in RC3 (0.41) was moderate according to the 
Landis and Koch guidelines.[18] In contrast, agreements 
in  RC1  were  mostly  fair  (0.21  ≤  Kappa  ≤  0.40)  and 
slight  (0  ≤  Kappa  ≤  0.2);  and  agreements  in  RC2 
were mostly slight or poor (Kappa < 0). Furthermore, 
with two exceptions, the agreement between each pair 
of pathologists was greatest in RC3 (see Figure 4 for 
RC1  vs.  RC3  comparison;  a  similar  trend  was  observed 
for RC2 vs. RC3). The average agreement in clinically 
significant grade (Grade I/II vs. III) was similar between 
RC1 and RC3 [Table 2] and neither was consistently 
superior to the other in terms of agreement of the 
individual pairs of pathologists [Figure 5].

Performance of individual pathologists was measured in 
terms of agreement with consensus diagnosis of clinically 
significant grade. The consensus diagnoses for the RC1 

Table 1: Variability in WHO Grade (I, II, or III) across pathologists (6 pathologists, 17 cases)

RC No consensusa P Grade range I‑III P

Number Percentage Number Percentage

RC1 7 41.2 <0.01b 6 35.3 0.12
RC2 10 58.8 7 41.2
RC3 1 5.9 2 11.8

aLess than four pathologists reported the same grade, bP values from multiple comparisons: RC1‑RC2=0.508, RC1‑RC3=0.063, RC2‑RC3=0.012. RC: Reading condition, 
WHO: World health organization

Table 2: Kappa statistics measuring inter‑rater agreement

RC Agreement on Grades I, II and IIIa Agreement on Grade I/II versus IIIb, c

Mean Median Min Max Mean Median Min Max

RC1 0.41 0.39 0.18 0.71 0.69 0.68 0.24 1
RC2 0.09 0.06 −0.35 0.78 0.14 0 −0.25 1
RC3 0.64 0.64 0.41 0.85 0.65 0.68 0.14 1

aWeighted Kappas reported, bSimple Kappas reported, cKappa for pathologist E/F comparison in RC2 could not be computed (both pathologists said all 17 were Grade I/II). 
RC: Reading condition
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and RC3 were identical: 14 grade I/II and 3 grade III. 
In the digital whole slide readings (RC2), the same 14 
low grade cases were identified as low grade (i.e., as 
grades I or II), but no consensus was reached for the 
three cases identified as high grade in the other two 
RCs. The percentage of times each pathologist was in 
agreement with consensus is provided in Table 3. The 
average agreement with consensus was greatest for the 
selected field readings (RC3), but not significantly so 
(P = 0.331).

We also considered inter‑pathologist variability and 
performance of pathologists in counting CBs. Histograms 
of the range in number of CBs per HPF by RC are 
provided in Figure 6. Ranges observed for the RC3 

readings were smaller than both the RC1 and RC2 
readings (P < 0.05). Pathologist performance in counting 
CBs was also best in the selected field readings. In the 
whole slide readings (RC1 and RC2), most pathologists 
were more than 10 CBs off from the overall mean for 
at least two cases [Table 4]. Under the selected field 
condition (RC3), only two pathologists provided counts 
that were more than 10 CBs from the overall mean, 
although the overall differences across RCs were only 
marginally significant (P = 0.09).

DISCUSSION

The most important finding of this study was that digital 
reading with pre‑selected HPF improved –compared 
with the standard practice‑the inter‑reader agreement 
among pathologists grading FL cases and that whole slide 
digital reading worsened the consensus. In order to arrive 
at this conclusion, we designed an experiment with six 

Figure 4: Graphical representation of difference in Kappa 
coefficients between reading condition (RC1) and RC3 readings: 
Agreement on grades I, II and III

Figure 5: Agreement on clinically significant grade
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board‑certified pathologists from five different institutions 
and asked these pathologists to read 17 slides under 
three RCs. The first RC was the conventional reading, 
i.e., Pathologists read the slides according to the WHO 
criteria using their microscope. The second and the third 
RCs were digital whole slide readings without and with 

previously selected HPFs, respectively. While there was 
relatively poor consensus in conventional reading (lack of 
consensus in 41.2% of cases) similar to previously reported 
studies, we found that digital reading with pre‑selected 
fields improved the inter‑reader agreement, with only 
5.9% lacking consensus among pathologists.

As explained in the Introduction and as the results of 
study again confirmed, current methods for grading FL 
suffer from high pathologist‑to‑pathologist variability. 
One of the major contributors to this variability is the 
fact that there are no specific guidelines for choosing the 
fields used to generate the CB count, which determines 
the grade. Hence, there is a great deal of heterogeneity in 
the location of the fields chosen. In this study, we have 
shown that the inter‑subject variability in CB counts can 
be improved by enabling pathologists to view the same 
fields thereby improving agreement on grade. These 
results highlight the need for computer‑aided diagnostic 
systems, which provide pathologists with consistent 
information obtained through objective algorithms, which 
may be used for the selection of fields or identification of 
cells or regions of interest.

There are active research programs in the computer‑aided 
grading (CaG) of FL cases.[20‑47] Particularly, there are 
efforts to examine the computational and human factor 
aspects of CaG,[34‑41] to develop multi‑resolution and 

Table 3: Number cases (%) in agreement with 
consensus diagnosis of clinically significant grade

Pathologist RC1 (%) RC2a (%) RC3 (%)

A 17 (100) 12.5 (73.5) 17 (100)
B 17 (100) 14.5 (85.3) 14 (82.4)
C 13 (76.5) 15.5 (91.2) 15 (88.2)
D 16 (94.1) 15.5 (91.2) 16 (94.1)
E 17 (100) 15.5 (91.2) 17 (100)
F 15 (88.2) 15.5 (91.2) 17 (100)
Overall mean 15.8 (93.1) 14.8 (87.3) 16.0 (94.1)

No difference was observed across reading conditions (P=0.362). aCases with 
no consensus were considered “half‑agreements”, i.e., 0.5 was added to each 
pathologist’s count. RC: Reading condition

Table 4: Number (%) of cases in which mean CB 
count was>10 cells different from the overall 
mean across pathologists

Pathologist RC1 (%) RC2 (%) RC3 (%)

A 1 (5.8) 6 (35.3) 0 (0)
B 3 (17.7) 1 (5.8) 3 (17.7)
C 3 (17.7) 2 (11.8) 2 (11.8)
D 2 (11.8) 3 (17.7) 0 (0)
E 2 (11.8) 4 (23.5) 0 (0)
F 4 (23.5) 3 (17.7) 0 (0)
Mean 2.5 (14.7) 3.2 (18.6) 0.8 (4.9)

Marginally significant difference across reading conditions (P=0.090). CB: Centroblast, 
RC: Reading condition

Figure 6: Histograms of range in number of centroblasts/high power 
field across pathologists
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multi‑classifier approaches to emulate expert cognitive 
functioning,[42‑46] to investigate novel segmentation 
methods to identify follicles both in H and E and IHC 
images,[23,24,27,31] methods to register multi‑stain images[26] 
and detect cells.[21,22,29,31,33,47] These studies showed that 
such systems could identify the most aggressive FL (grade 
III) with 98.9% sensitivity and 98.7% specificity and the 
overall classification accuracy of the system was 85.5%.[30] 
These methods were all designed to help pathologists 
perform the current grading system more accurately and 
consistently. While these efforts are on‑going, this current 
study provided us with insight into the main factors that 
cause inter‑reader variability and also what type of digital 
reading strategy should be followed.

Although digital slides are currently available and are 
widely used as teaching resources and for research 
purposes, they are not routinely used for clinical 
diagnosis. Current research is focusing on both how 
pathologists can use them in their clinical studies 
and what the optimal RCs should be. In this study, 
we used two digital RCs (RC2 – digital whole slide 
reading and RC3 – digital selected field reading). Our 
inter‑pathologist agreement measures [Table 2] indicate 
that RC2 actually results in inferior results than current 
conventional reading. However, another digital reading 
strategy (RC3) resulted in improved agreement. To our 
knowledge, this is the first time that a particular digital 
RC has shown to improve agreement among pathologists.

Whole slide digital imaging is studied to see if it can 
potentially replace traditional microscopy. For example, 
in a study Ho et al., traditional and whole slide 
imaging (WSI) methods were found to be comparable 
when reviewing 24 full genitourinary cases (including 
47 surgical parts and 391 slides).[48] In our case, we 
determined that the consensus was negatively affected 
by the WSI. There may be several factors contributing 
to this result. WSI reading is not commonly done and 
our pathologists were not used to seeing these. Therefore, 
human computer interaction and design factors might 
have played a large role in this. Larger studies with 
different protocols need to be carried out to further 
elucidate the reasons.

Improvement in concordance observed for RC3 relative 
to RC1 can be due to two main factors. First, by enabling 
pathologists to read exactly the same field, the variability 
due to the selection of different fields is removed. It is 
well‑known that many tumors contain heterogeneity in 
cellular distribution and depending on which areas of the 
slide each pathologist selects, there can be great variation 
in the average number of CBs noted. Therefore, even 
if the pathologists are very accurate in their readings, 
they might be viewing portions of the tissue that reflect 
different CB counts. The second potential factor is 
due to the fact that in RC3, errors due to counting are 

minimized;  the  CB  counting  is  done  on  the  computer 
and pathologists have visual cues (i.e., a dot in a marked 
location) to indicate, which areas of the HPF they 
have already reviewed and whether a particular cell has 
already been counted or not. Future studies need to be 
designed to determine which of these factors play a more 
important role in improved concordance in pathologists’ 
grading of FL.

The current study suggests a three‑phased implementation 
of a digital reading strategy. In the first phase, well‑tested 
algorithms for the detection of follicles can be used 
to select 10, random HPFs for the pathologist. By 
consistently selecting these 10 HPFs, digital reading will 
improve the concordance of pathologists. In the second 
phase, these 10 HPFs could be selected by the help 
of a computer system, which can make sure that the 
selected fields represent the heterogeneity of the slide. 
This is expected to reduce the selection bias. In the third 
phase, detection of CBs in either selected fields or in 
the whole slide can be carried out with the help of the 
computer. These detections, can be incorporated in R3 
so that pathologists can be presented with cells marked 
as CB by the computer and/or be given an indication of 
which grade a particular slide represents according to the 
computer image analysis. The effect of such systems on 
the accuracy and concordance need to be determined in 
future human reader studies.

There were several limitations in our study. First, the 
number of cases was relatively small. Three different modes 
of reading were employed, two of which involved digital 
reading, which is not currently used in clinical practice. 
In addition none of our readers had prior experience with 
digital reading. Lack of experience in reviewing digital 
images combined with the fact that each CB had to be 
individually marked electronically increased the amount 
of time each pathologist spent on each case several times 
more than conventional reading. In our future work, 
we plan to increase the number of cases and re‑assess 
inter‑reader variability among pathologists. Second, all the 
cases in this study were collected from a single institution 
with a single method of tissue processing, sectioning 
and staining. Therefore, these results may or may not 
be applicable to other cases selected from different 
institutions. Since the results of our study are comparable 
to previous studies in conventional reading, we expect 
this to be a minor limitation. However, future studies will 
need to include cases from multiple institutions. Third, 
the  selected  fields  in  RC1  could  be  the  same;  such  an 
approach would allow us to focus on the digital versus 
glass comparison. However, for this study’s scope such an 
approach is not practical.
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